


 Low initial investment costs
You can use either off-the-shelf PCs or Wi-Fi routers, which doesn̓t require higher in-
vestment. ABELON can be introduced by subscription (fixed price per year), which 
makes it easy to increase or decrease the number of clients depending on business size.
 Easy maintenance
When failure occurs, the replacement can be easily prepared because PC-like commonly When failure occurs, the replacement can be easily prepared because PC-like commonly 
used equipment is used. Anybody can easily handle the device because windows, iOS or 
Android is used. 
 Light weight and compact size
Light weight and compact size makes it easy to move, install and organize the equip-
ment. You can take it with you on the plane as checked baggage. 
 No need to rent or return a receiver
Participants can use their own smartphones or tablets as receivers, so they don̓t need 
to bother to rent or return a receiver. Risks of losing or someone stealing a receiver can 
be reduced. 
 High sound quality
The system is equipped with the standard compressor and equalizer and ASIO is used The system is equipped with the standard compressor and equalizer and ASIO is used 
for the audio input and output. There is no need to access the internet and low latency 
is realized. You can run the device completely in a local environment! The latency, 
which used to be 15 to 30 sec. like that of the internet live streaming, is reduced to 0.1 
to 1.0 sec. You only need to access the internet when you purchase, renew and down-
load an application.  

The simultaneous interpretation system works only by installing the ABELON server on your PC.
Participants can use smartphones or tablets to listen to the simultaneous translation through Wi-Fi routers.

Wi-Fi Interpretation System

ABELON

have required high initial investment and labor to carry and install the translation equipment. There had to 
be a person who can take care of rental, management and maintenance of receivers, and time and cost 
was required for repair. Users might have had suffered from noise or low quality sound which cuts off, and 
from earpieces which don̓t fit in ears. Furthermore, they had to rent and return a receiver.



This photo of an event at Edward Jones Dome where ABELON was used 

　
Sound Quality
Cost
Multi-languagae Ch.
Security
Latency
Internet Purchase and DLInternet Purchase and DL
Device
Sound stable function

Other Companies Wi-Fi
10 - 64kbps
¥700,000-1.5million
1 - 32 channels
AES ,WPA,etc.
0.1 - 1.0sec
Not CompatibleNot Compatible
Dedicated Device
X

Infrared Rays
10 - 64kbps
¥1million-3million
1 - 16 channels
none
0sec
Not CompatibleNot Compatible
Dedicated Device
X

Digital Radio
10 - 64kbps
¥1million-2million
1 - 6 channels
none
0sec
Not CompatibleNot Compatible
Dedicated Device
X
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   Clear operation and monitoring 
As the simultaneous interpretation allows no mistakes, we As the simultaneous interpretation allows no mistakes, we 
designed it on the basis of the concept which enables clear 
operation as well as monitoring. Complicated functions were 
configured so easily that operators who access the ABELON 
server for the first time can intuitively control the system. 
Color management was done, considering the dim event hall 
and the interpretation booth. Indication of function recogniz-
able at a look and contrast use to instantly distinguish on able at a look and contrast use to instantly distinguish on 
from Off and other details were designed from the user̓s per-
spective. 
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PC：Windows 7-10 (32/64bit) / Memory：2GB / HD： 100MB / CPU
：Core i5 / Display：1366x768 or higher
Number of concurrent connections: Max.Clients 100
The number of languages transmitted simultaneously: Max.16
The compatible voice input/output IF: Windows Standard or ASIO2.x 
Sampling Rate：41.1kHz / 48kHz / 88.2kHz / 96kHz
Quantization bit: 16bit(Windows), 24bit(ASIO)
The number of channels: 2ch stereoThe number of channels: 2ch stereo
Sound compression: 10 ~ 559kbps / RAW
L4 control: UDP Unicast
Standby time (latency): 20 ~ 4000 msec
Built-in effector: Compressor / Parametric Equalizer
Compatible BGM file : WAV / MP3 / M4A / AAC, etc

Specifications are subject to change without prior notice for reasons of Specifications are subject to change without prior notice for reasons of 
performance enhancement.
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3-4-414 Utase Mihama-ku Chiba 261-0013 JAPAN

ABELON Inc.
www.abelon.net
abelon.info@gmail.com

Clients requirements: iOS8 or later / Android4.0 or later / Internet is required for installation / Purchase is proceeded on 
credit card / Specifications are subject to change without prior notice for reasons of performance enhancement.

Step ❶   Go to abelon.net and download ABELON server.

Step ❷   Boot ABELON server and register your ID and Password to purchase the service.

Step ❸   Connect Wi-Fi router via LAN cable and USB microphone.

Step ❹   Install ABELON on a smartphone or a tablet.

●The number of clients refers to the number of devices that can simultaneously access the ABELON server.
●Hardware (PC, Wi-Fi routers, USB microphone, etc) shall be provided by users.
●You can purchase 10 unit pack with a 20 unit minimum purchase requirement.
●Only credit cards are available.

Annual Sabscription
The nunber of clients 
(Number of connected devices) × \1,000

ABELON Server

\98,000

598,000ABELON Server \98,000 ＋ (Clients 50 \50,000 × 10 years＝\500,000) ＝ \ 598,000

After the First year: Clients 50 × \1,000 = \50,000

1st year: ABELON Server \98,000 + (Clients 50 × \1,000 = \50,000) = \148,000


